




AIR CONSUMPTION TEST FOR FIREFIGHTING SCBA 

HUMAN PERFORMANCE One Day SWEAT Test for Fire Fighters 

The purpose of this protocol is to establish a consistent format with which a firefighter can 

routinely measure his or her working capacity on a single SCBA cylinder. Each time the test is 

repeated it should be done with as few variations as possible from the previous attempt. 

The test is deliberately simple and able to be accomplished relatively quickly, yet the 

movements and energy systems targeted closely mimic those used at a working fire incident. 

This protocol can also be used to test the effectiveness of different breathing techniques, 

although your first attempt should be without one to establish a baseline. 

Materials: 

• PPE and SCBA
• 20" plyometric box or step
• 55# Kettlebell (males)/35# Kettlebell (females) 

Set Up: 

• Place the 20" step on a flat hard surface.
• Place the KB 36" in front of the box, allowing

plenty of room for step ups in between the box
and the KB, mark it's position.

• You'll need a running timer set up where you can
see it easily.

Protocol: 

1) Don full PPE with SCBA (no gloves), ensure SCBA cylinder is filled to 1000psi.
2) Leave regulator disconnected until testing begins.
3) Stand with your feet shoulder width apart and the KB between your legs.
4) Clip in your regulator and start the timer, beginning the test:

a. Lift the KB from the ground
b. Perform 10 KB swings (two arm)
c. Gripping the base of the KB, perform 10 OH presses (two arm)
d. Replace the KB onto the mark
e. Step forward and address the box
f. Perform 10 step ups onto the box
g. Step back over the KB
h. Repeat

5) Complete the circuit at a slow, deliberate pace until your SCBA cylinder is
COMPLETELY empty - this is not a race. You should be completing 1 repetition
every 2 seconds.

6) When your air supply is completely depleted (mask sucks to your face), stop
the timer, and disconnect your regulator.

7) Record your total time.
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